Directions

• The following slides will be used for all dissertation committee meetings (required as of 09-01-14).

• The **Scientific Update** slide will be shown first and summarizes what you have done at Emory. Since you will add to this slide for each meeting it will likely require continuation slides. All entries for past year are in **bold**.

• The **Goals** slides with special emphasis on career development
IMP Committee Meeting: Scientific Update

All new entries since the last meeting (XX/XX/XXXX) are in **bold**
Current year of grad school - ____________

- Papers published/submitted/in progress (list titles, authors, your contribution, and status)
- Grants applied for/awarded
- Meetings attended/abstracts (meeting name and date, abstract title, poster or talk)
- Awards/recognition
- Service
- Techniques developed or learned since last meeting
IMP Committee Meeting: Goals – Science and career

• Describe your goals for the next 6-12 months in the lab and explain how you will achieve them?

• Describe your goals for the next 6-12 months in terms of professional development and how you will achieve them?
IMP Committee Meeting: Goals - Beyond Grad School

• What are your goals after graduate school? Have they changed over the last year and if so, why?

• How will the next years work align with your long term goals?

• Are their gaps in your development and what measures could be taken to fill those gaps?